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About This Game

PRiO is a visually-striking, yet challenging platformer about manipulating the environment around you.

To complete a stage, you must light up all the blocks in a level. The only problem is that not every block is active at the same
time. You must toggle between Red, Yellow, and Blue blocks to navigate each level without getting shot by turrets, impaled on

spikes, or falling to your death.

Key Features

 50 Action-Packed Levels

 Endless Mode

 A Fully Functional Level editor

 Striking Visuals
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 A Gorgeous Original Soundtrack

 Full Controller Support

 Color-Blind Friendly

Campaign

PRiO comes with 50 exciting levels to keep you busy for hours upon hours. This game is built around a simple concept of
toggling the environment in order to navigate. In the beginning, it may seem easy enough to handle, but as the levels go by, you'll

quickly realize the challenge that confronts you.

Endless Mode

In addition to a plethora of challenging levels, this game also comes with an Endless Mode. Race against a rising floor of deadly
spikes by endlessly climbing higher and higher in a randomly generated level. You can never beat endless mode, but you can

rack up a nice highscore by lighting up blocks in your frantic escape from an inevitable death!

The Level Editor

Yes, you read that correctly! You could be the proud owner of a fully functional level editor to create your own masterpiecel.
Save and load levels for later! Not only that, but you can even copy the level-code to your clipboard and paste it somewhere for

your friends to copy and paste into their own editor. No file transfers necessary!

Visuals

PRiO was meant to be a visually pleasing experience. While the gameplay itself is challenging, your eyes will have a wonderful
time letting in all the beautiful lighting effects and particles.

Soundtrack

The absolutely gorgeous soundtrack for this game was created by Erik Danielson at http://erikcld.bandcamp.com

Color-Blind Friendly

Because PRiO is about the three primary colors, it comes with a color-blind option for those who need it.

PRiO is currently only available on Windows.

Please note: The game is completely functional using a keyboard and mouse, however it's highly recommended that you use a
Gamepad to play PRiO.
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I love basketball and the 2k series, but as long as you guys won't do anything about the cheaters playing online and ruining 2k
MyPark, REC center etc., experience, I can not give this a thumbs up.
Implement something... anything? A system where we can report them or at least kick them? Anything would do. But now? No,
this is just ruining the game, hence the thumb down.. Casual..... VERY casual fun... Review URL - 
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\u201cThe war in Queendoom has begun! Are you going to let them win?\u201d \u2013 No, I\u2019m not.

Queendoom is a \u201cwave shooter\u201d but, not really. You actually are set on top of a castle rampart with a bow firing at
enemies as they approach from afar. Unlike a gun, your arrow flies based upon how you angle your bow and how far back you
pull the string \u2013 in essence, a skill or practice which could be more akin to being good at Guitar Hero than a reflex gun
shooter. Even after playing for a bit, if I take a break \u2013 I need to \u201cwarm up\u201d to make those shots \u2013 that is
how I define a skill based game. If you can\u2019t make the shots, you lose \u2013 its just that simple and the game has no
mercy about that.

The good is \u2013 the game is fair from what I have seen. You can handle situations if you remain calm and utilize the
locomotion options to move away from projectiles while firing down hell upon your enemies. The variety of monsters you see
are very impressive \u2013 things from wolves to huge octopus type creatures and what I would assume are trolls. In
Queendoom, if that isn\u2019t even enough \u2013 you can summon allies to help you. They actually run around and fight with
convincing AI as the enemies try to kite your warriors \u2013 this is far beyond what I expected. To reward your progress, you
also unlock more parts of the shop which you can access in between waves on the level. At the end of the 2nd battle \u2013 I
have some new items and allies that I did not have before. There is a lot of strategy involved with playing Queendoom. You are
rewarded for accuracy as it makes sense \u2013 arrows \u201ctake resources\u201d theoretically so firing them away like a
blind bat won\u2019t give any rewards. If you manage to have a decent accuracy(rewards begin at 50%) or can score headshots,
you\u2019ll be rewarded bonus gold at the end of a round.

Moving around the castle rampart is very fun. In my time, I move slowly right to left as the enemies get closer to the door. There
is a fairly close spot to the door that you can usually shoot the closest enemies but will allow enemies to approach from afar
while you must be accurate. It can get a little hectic as enemies begin firing at you, firing at the wall, firing at your allies \u2013
there is truly a lot going on. My only gripe I encountered is the store menu is really strange. I had to hover my hand ABOVE the
\u201cbuy\u201d button to make a purchase despite it being lit up while hovering lower. This is something to be aware of and
hopefully be patched out.

Queendoom is $9.99 currently as this review is written on Steam. It is probably my favorite wave shooter(I\u2019m not as big
of a fun of the sci\/fi ones that are popular) and the allies system sold that for me. It is so cool to watch your warriors fight
below as you fire arrows to support them \u2013 it is truly interesting and immersive. For the price, I can say its one of the best
games <$10 if not the best when it comes to action. If you can get used to the bow (it IS tricky and even frustrating), you'll be
rewarded for your efforts in both in-game progress and real life satisfaction.. Turn off the music and sound, put some of your
music on, play 200 rounds, and never make it past level two.
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8/10
12/10 with rice. tl;dr: The game is good. Buy it if you like block puzzle games. It's not Tetris. Don't expect Tetris.

So, Anode. One thing above all others to remember when looking at the screenshots is that this game is not Tetris. Its
similarities to Tetris are superficial. The only things it has in common with Tetris are that it has falling blocks of varying shape
and that the playfield is very restrictive. What it's actually fairly similar to, but not exactly so, is Bombliss\/Tetris Blast. It also
has similarities to games like Puzzle Fighter and Lumines in the sense that blocks can only be cleared with special detonators of
the same color. The mechanics at work here are a bit different, though.

While this is a review and not a game summary, it's hard to review this game without actually reviewing the core mechanics.
You have tetronimos made up of different colored cells. Unlike Tetris Blast or Bombliss (but like Tetris,) blocks are placed
exactly as they land, which means space management becomes a vital part of the strategy when you're playing Endless mode or
the longer Time Attack modes. This, however, can be worked to your advantage when making long chains. The other thing
you'll notice immediately is that the colored blocks can be connected diagonally as well as parallel. This becomes a vital thing to
remember when setting up for chain detonations later on.

What actually sets you up for the largest scores are, though, is the proper use of couplers. Couplers are special blocks that link
two sets of blocks together regardless of their color. This means you can link two chains of entirely different colors together
with proper planning and clear them with a single detonator for a large amount of points. You are scored on the size of your
chains, the amount of them you can cascade together and how quickly you can actually set them up. Once a chain is detonated, a
timer is started that gives you a stacking multiplier to your future clears. Each subsequent clear resets the timer. If you go long
enough without clearing a chain, the multiplier resets. Speed, thus, is just as important as long, cascading chains.

Due to the presentation of the game, your first instinct is to play it like it's Tetris. That's the first habit that needs to be broken,
but it's one that really only takes maybe about a half hour of play to transition out of. The playfield will feel very cramped
indeed with the size of the blocks used - especially before you really start utilizing the couplers to their full advantage. Like
Panel de Pon\/Tetris Attack, though, once you get used to the game's mechanics, cascading clears will become fairly easy to set
up and the game will become more or less instinctive to play. The only thing there will be how fast you can actually perform.
The later levels of Endless mode will especially test your speed.

With that all out of the way, the tl;dr of my review is: "It's a great game, especially for $5."

The game doesn't really do anything new. It takes ideas from its many predecessors and puts them together in a single game that
actually manages to have an identity of its own. It adds just enough of its own thing (particularly with the couplers and
simplistic, but demanding scoring mechanics) to be engaging for the person who likes to chase after higher leaderboard
placement. There aren't too many people actively playing the game, so you might find it easy to hit top ten within just a few
hours of play (I personally, at the time of this writing, have a top 3 spot in each Race leaderboard and I feel it certainly isn't
because of my skill,) but that rarely stops people from wanting to improve for their own sake.

From a technical standpoint, it's rock solid. It's very simple with simple graphics and simple animations that have a good amount
of color to them. It feels like it was intended to be a game for mobile made in Unity (mostly because it is,) but actually done
correctly. It has enough eye candy to make detonations satisfying to watch, but not enough to really distract you. Screen shake
can be a bit annoying after an hour or so of play, but that can thankfully be turned off. Same with controller vibration if
applicable to you.

The soundtrack is pretty alright too. It's a dynamic soundtrack of otherwise repetitive techno that amps up in tempo as you reach
the top of the screen. Repetitive, in this case, is not a bad thing; it helps keep you focused and zoned into the game. That said,
you'll probably end up turning it off after an hour or so and just listening to your own music. If it gets a mobile port, though, the
music is a pretty good companion to the game.

There are a few caveats, though. Design-wise, the game isn't as 'tight' as Tetris. The size of the blocks compared to the size of
the playfield doesn't always make it conducive to making the types of chains the game really wants you to make. It can be very
hard to actually link couplers together as a result of this; a lot of the time, you end up having to bury a coupler under the blocks
because you simply don't have room to utilize it.
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A lot of this feels due to the block generator. In Tetris games, especially later ones - especially the Sega\/Arika ones - the block
generator actually isn't random. It is randomly seeded to give you blocks in a specific order, but the blocks all have an intended
placement for perfect play. Anode doesn't seem to have this. It feels completely random (at least as random as a computer can
get) without any real rhyme or reason to it. It is entirely possible to get three detonators of the same color in a row. It's possible
to three couplers of the same shape in a row, just in different configurations that make them even harder to use.

Sometimes your success really does feel like it's up to the RNG on whether or not you'll actually be able to keep up your
multiplier. Planning your chains, of course, helps this tremendously, but there is only so much planning you can really do until
you have to bury your plans with blocks of different colors because that is literally all you're actually getting. If the playfield
were two spaces wider, I feel this would be significantly less of a problem, but maybe there is something I'm missing and simply
need to play it more.

I have not been able to try multiplayer mode. The lack of online multiplayer is actually a pretty big issue since this game seems
perfect for it. Hopefully we'll see it in a future patch.

Overall, Anode is a great game and especially so for its price. I think it would be even better as a mobile game, but as a PC
game, it's still a good buy. The core mechanics are solid, all of the standard puzzle modes are there. With online multiplayer, this
would honestly be a no-brainer purchase for people who enjoy block puzzle games of this sort. Even as it stands now, though,
it's absolutely worth trying for what is basically the price of lunch.. This is the first game i returned, 2.5d game , NOT 3D. See
Homeworld for a definition of 3d space game or hell for turn based full 3d game "Flotilla".

And for some one that played many space games, Rts games and even \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 mobile games
like this one i can't seem to easily move around the map. ANd why the hell do I need to make a line from my ship to the other
ship to attack it. a repair timer? a repair timer on a single player game there is a time wall, a candy crush level game mechanic.

TLDR :: Broken controls, Bad description.. Great for drawing♥♥♥♥♥♥♥. ran into a bug during the story mode that broke the
game.. I don't usually write reviews but man, this game is AWESOME!

I have an arcade cabinet and mostly play steam games on it and this game is perfect! You can re-map all controls for 4 players
on the keyboard so it makes the arcade control panel perfect to use. I also play it with traditional controllers on the big TV and
that works great as well.

Way too much fun!. Nice but HARD AF
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Easy to play
Free to play
Great for meetings.
Recomended for LanParties!
. A very must buy for Cloud lovers! I buy this cause I main Cloud and using the other chars as a way to try new characters (and
if I want to try something new\/fresh).

This item gives costumes and cool weapons as well. The chats and costumes are a bit useless though.

Nevertheless, if you like Cloud and use him often, buy this to unlock him in free version, and also you can get extra cool
swords!. Boring and big stories without any action and Intrigue =(
Bluefish? No, thx =(

its VR, guys! in VR we want beautiful graphics, effects, some volume. And what we have? Some small people, every time walk-
walk-walk. Where steep turns of the plot?
Why did they exchange words, once one million frames?

Where is drama?

No. I think, its worst game story.
. iest game ever made. despite the game log saying it has run for 22hrs on my computer this time is taken up purely by me
installing, re-installing and constantly rebooting a continuously crashing game. I have not seen anything on screen in all that
time.
TERRIBLE!!
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